Keeping it in Your Pants–Literally and Virtually–The Weiner
Fiasco and Others of a Related Ilk
by Phil Wolfson
Look at that torso. A glimpse of that too identifiable chin. Goodness, he is a
hulk, for a small guy really buffed, a slim Jewish Schwarzenegger and he
canʼt show it to anyone lest he get caught and his career snaffued. After
all, Obama half naked revealed abs and pecs and that was a steal not a
reveal. And Strauss-Kahn, we have only heard not seen. And at 62,
younger than me, but well, still old, what was he thinking (or not). And
Clinton and Edwards, no revelations there, that is in the buff. And Spitzer,
very homely and bald, paid for it – sex that is–not much personal allure for
the mass virtual physical groping. The strenuously cultivated and
constantly calculated careers damaged and lost for what benefit and from
what psychological causes or aberrations. Is it truly possible to believe you
can get away with any such subterfuge in the age of global information
sharing? You gotta be kidding yourself to expose, or pay, bribe, think an
affair is secret and will be kept secret. No doubt the prior California Guv
basted his problem children and mothers with dough in exchange for a
long silence that allowed him to run for office and stay in. He was known
for groping before the first election. And Strauss-Kahn had also been
implicated and warned before his current imbroglio. Seems to be in
character with these two–and unrestrained. The ex-New York Guv appears
to have confined his spending to hookers – many 10s of thousands of
dollars spent on fornication. And Edwards apparently jism-ed public money
in a stupid attempt to get away with his infidelity, forever reminding us of
the ugliness of a betrayal of a wife near death. So many white male
politician lawyers – Wiener and Arnold are not – the rest are. Is that a key
to the dunce club door?
So, Weiner, it must be hell to work out that much and have no one but
wifey to see your incredible success; maybe some guys at the gym,
perhaps a few babes if the gym is co-ed. I grew up in Queens but in a
different time – we had no gyms to show off in. Poor guy. But that crotch
shot in the gray jockeys, what was he thinking? Perhaps it is that much too
easily picked on last name – Weiner – that connotes hot dogs etc, or
perhaps the much smaller version that would give a complex to any young
guy – Vienna Weiner – is he of Austrian background? That might explain it
– Aryan Penis Envy.

The bulge was suggestive, not arousing. What was he thinking? Who gets
off on that? She was thinking – ʻWow, a moneymaker. This could sell! Not
him in his undershorts. But another Congressional sex scandal-$$$. I
made sure it was really him – he even held up a sign–and he put himself in
my virtual hands. Got him!ʼ
Anthony was feeling nothing. Virtual doesnʼt feel. He didnʼt get that he
would suffer grievously. He was lost in the cloud.
So, I am a shrink. And about two and a half years ago I got to meet
Anthony Weiner in a crowd at the annual convention of Physicians for a
National Health Program. I was impressed. He was funny, quick witted,
bright, for ʻMedicare for Allʼ without hesitation – no ʻfumfattingʼ as my
grandmother would say. He was also impeccably dressed, compulsively so
– tie tightly wound at the throat, the long shirt collar elegantly affixed as
high on his neck as possible, expensive suit – an elegant man from a
mixed racial and not very affluent District-overdressed – I knew his streets.
He was ambitious, espoused populist ideas, and was preparing for a
second real run for Mayor of New York. Those were passing observations
within an overall ʻLikeʼ.
Weiner, Kucinich, Senator Bernie Sanders and a handful of others are,
perhaps with Weinerʼs scandal, were, the ʻprogressivesʼ of Congress, too
few and totally vulnerable. Weinerʼs foolishness reduces the small number
of progressives. That is the real harm. Shaming his new wife and family is
the other harm. Nothing illegal – just really stupid for a
personal/sexual/ego/animal benefit that seems trivial and fleeting at most.
So, if you are uptight to start, stressed, arrogant from success, a bit above
everyone else–riding high on power and position, full of testosteronic
maleness, used until recently to a single manʼs life, or in getting away with
stuff outside the public eye, then entering the realm of delusion is more
likely. I call this stuff ʻleakageʼ.
I have no personal knowledge of Anthony Weiner. I cannot perform a
public analysis of his behavior based on direct observation other than his
demeanor. He has been married less than a year. He reads the papers
and knows that politicians will be out-ted for any personal infractions. But
not for bad, socially destructive politics, or lying, breaking campaign
promises, or corruption by lobbyists. A part of you knows and another part
is lost in the action, the conceit, separated from reality, and on auto-pilot

cruising in another realm, a fairy-land of oneʼs own making. The causes
are not simply psychological but a wish for something else, perhaps
intimacies with strangers who pretend with you that virtual is something
else. Until the strangersʼ hold on the nature of opportunity in the material
realm wakes them and you up and you crash to earth and hit hard.
On the same day that Weiner fell from his sky, an appeal for campaign
finance came from Bernie Sanders. It suggested that he was potentially the
Last Man Standing. I had watched him too. He dressed frumpy and was
old. I felt less vulnerable to a sex crash and burn. I sent him a check.
	
  

